
Product Specification

Product : 56-98 W

Model No.   :   ST310-56/98W

/Alternation History

/Version /Alternation Date /Alternation /Execution
date /Remarks

V1.0 2013 1
In January 2013

/The new release
2013 1
In January

2013
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General Description

ST310-56/98W street light is a green product of our company, with new type integrated LED light

source, high purity aluminum plating reflector, high thermal conductivity aluminum lamp shell and

radiating body, High strength toughened glass cover, high efficient constant pressure constant

current Compared with the traditional street light, ST310-56/98W  has lots of unique features, such

as more efficient, energy-saving, more security and environmental, long lifespan, quicker response

and higher CRI. ST310-56/98W  could be used in the street, square, city, scenery area and so on. It

will be the best to replace traditional high pressure street light, besides, it’s also the best choice to light

Square, school Personal garden and so on.

ST310-56/98W LED LED

Product Pictures

 Features

LED 65%

Using the independent intellectual property rights encapsulates the high power LED, whichcansave
electricity more than 65% than the traditional street light.

,LED LED

The first radiator and lamp case integration design, LED directly to the shell and is tightly
connected with the ideal cooling effect, and fully guarantee the LED life.

IP65

Shell encapsulated with aluminum alloy, which can effective cooling, prevent water, and meet IP65.
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No bad glare, stroboscope or startup delay, eliminating the disadvantage of the traditional street
light.

Environmental-friendly without contamination, with no Lead, Hg or any other pollution elements
included, No pollution to the environment

AC100-240V DC/DC

       Wide Voltage(AC100-240V), High efficiency, constant current and constant voltage green switch
power(or DC/DC switch power supply)

LED

   Could have a perfect combination with solar and wind energy, and could fully develop its advantages like
environment-friendly and energy-saving.

Applications

Expressway/ public road/ City street/ Pavement

Various of Square/ School/Park/Factory/ residential district/Garden

Other places need outdoor light

Technical Parameters
 Power parameters

Power 56W 70W 84W 98W

Input Voltage/Frequency  85-265VAC/50-60Hz

Input Current(Typ)  ) < 0.93A/115VAC  < 0.5A/230VAC

Output Voltage  28-36V Typ=30V

Output Current  1.86A 2.33A 2.8A 3.3A

Efficiency(Typ)  ) 0.93

Power Factor(Typ)  ) PF 0.98/115VAC   PF 0.95/230VAC
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Lighting parameters

LED Chips Quantity  LED 1 Pcs

LED Consumption  LED 56W 70W 84W 98W

System Consumption 62W 77W 92W 105W

LED Luminous Efficiency  LED 90-110Lm /W

Lamp’s Initial Flux  5096m 6370lm 7644Lm 8918lm

Color Temperature  2700K 6500K Typ=5500K

Lamp’s Luminous Efficiency 91Lm /W

Lumen Maintenance 70%(50000Hrs)

Color Rendering Index Ra 70

Light Distribution  

Please refer to the attachment test

report
Daniell

Operating Temperature -20  +55

Storage Temperature -40  +85

IP Grade IP65

Life-span 50000Hrs

Materials Aluminum 

The color of the lamp shell silver  

Mounting Pole installation 

       Note: Light optic with a little deviation for different color temperature LED deviation value 5%

LED 5%

Light distribution curve
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Dimension

Packing /weight

category 56W 70W 84W 98

dimension 440X315X80 500*315*80 560X315X80 600X315X80

The size of the cartoon box
(L×W×H) 490*340*100 560*340*100 640 X325 X95 700 X325 X95

Qty/cartoon box
/ 1PCS 1PCS 1PCS 1PCS

The net weight of radiator 5.8Kg 7.1Kg 8.4 Kg 10 Kg

The weight of the cartoon box
after packing 6.6 Kg 8.2 Kg 9.5 Kg 10.8 Kg
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Installation Introduction
1. First Please link the terminal plugs of street light and the pole on the terminal block: Brown wire (L) to

the Brown(L), Blue wire to the Blue, and Yellow green wire(G) to the Yellow green one(G); then close the PC
cover after linking the plug steady, Following do well work of  Waterproofing and insulation measures, last
put the terminal block wiring into the pole.

        

PC

2. Please loosen the screw to fix the pole on the fixture and then insert the fixture into the pole.
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3. Fasten the fixing screw ( street light installation need to fix the torque on the screw: 29Nm), then fix the
light on the pole.

29 Nm

Instruction for maintaining and repairing
   1

     The power must be cut off before maintaining.

   2

     Cleaning the glass of the product in regular time to ensure the good efficiency.

   3

     Cleaning the housing and radiator in regular time to ensure the good performance of heat sinking.

   4

     Forbid to use water or other corrosive liquid to clean,must use dry cloth.

   5 AC

   “L” “N”, “ ” DC

      Can use the screwdriver open the cover and take out of the driver to change a new.And connection
   of the wires of AC driver please follow below:Brown to connect "L",Blue to connect "N",Yellow to
   nnect " ",And the red or white wires of DC connect the positive pole of driver,and the black  wire
   connect the negative pole of driver.and don't mix the positive pole and negative pole.

Note
Should the professional install this product in case of the danger.

Please cut off the Power first once find the light abnormal work

Please do some lighting protection to the power supply input port, and protect the steady of the
voltage.

Please check and maintain the fixture during using period.
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Please don’t disassemble the fixture in case of electric shock by yourself, for there is high
pressure inside

Warranty
LED

   We have 5 years and 3 years warranty for the MeanWell driver,and for the whole product,we have
3 years warranty.

Remark:The warranty on the base of right storing way,right installing way,right using way,right

maintaining way.Any broken out of our rule,out of our warranty.During the warranty time,we can

choose repairing,replacing parts or replacing the whole products according the detail information.And

we'll charge the customers some material fee and labor cost if the product out of our warranty time.

Please read the instruction carefully before you use the product.We keep the right of final
explanation for the instruction and the product.The product will keep updating continues.And sorry
for the no notice for the updating.


